jagged and rocky peaks at Uattuga, which is one of the craggiest capitals in the ancient world.
The text mentions sacrifices for the foundation stones and a magical formula which is spoken to ward off evil from the house. It must later have described the erection of pillars, which subsequently appear as already completely upright. Afterwards must have been mentioned the transportation of long timbers which were used as beams, joists, and roof battens for covering the flat roof. In rev. iii the workmen are lifting the beams to the roof. After that the architect climbs to the roof beams by means of a rope and, using a silver axe and silver knife, cuts off the loops. These loops have certainly been twisted around the wooden beams to serve as a lifting device, a pulley. In front of the altar, he (the owner of the house) pours beer (and) wine after the blood (offering). In front of each of the two pillars they libate three times. They place the raw meat (of the sacrificed sheep), the breasts, shoulders, heads, and feet, in front of the altar. Because of the laconic and cryptic character of the text a re-reading from the architectural point of view is necessary. I will restrict myself here to only a few important terms: GIS.?arbuli-, GIS.innaRa-,, and GIS.XJR.
From a variant in a duplicate text,21 we know the Sumerian equivalent of GIS.?arbuli-, "pillar, column,"22 to be GIS.DIM, which also means both "pillar" and "column."23 Our text shows that there can be three pillars in one house or temple. If we are allowed to identify them functionally with pillars or posts rising above the stone foundations, supporting the superstructure of the upper mud brick walls and/or as corner poles or posts, archaeologically they must then be associated with the "pilasters which we have seen as rudimentary parts of buildings."24 Their number, in our text three, corresponds with the number of the pillars in Temples I and II at Bogazk6y; Peter Neve takes this a priori as a supporting argument for the identification of the pillars as Sarbuli-. This side issue, however, has little significance for our subject, since the construction mentioned in our text is most probably a private house, not a temple; moreover, the number of pillars mentioned in it may be incidental. Indeed, another Hittite text clearly attests only one pillar in a temple.26 This can only mean the central pillar or column.We know also that hearth and pillar were very close to each other.
The best way to prove or disprove the identity of ?arbuli-with pillars is to take a close look at the archaeological remains. On the evidence of stone bases ("Stiitzbasen, Pfeilerbasen") there are, for example, twelve of these pillars in two rows in Building A on Buiyukkale (similarly in Gebaude K), each row including six pillars. Peter Neve thinks that these rectangular stone bases were for wooden poles, which supported wooden shelves arranged along the walls to hold cuneiform tablets.27 Because of the high number of bases and their proximity to each other, in both directions, Neve's interpretation seems to be acceptable. We must also compare the four flat stones found in the palace at Ma?at H6yiik,28 which obviously served as bases for columns or pillars. The second possibility is that they were identical with free-standing rows of columns in the middle of the rooms, one in the center of the room and two more on each side of it. These pillars were placed on stone bases or in deep holes, and the heavy axial beams rested on top of them. The second term I want to treat is GIS.innaila-,43 which has already been translated correctly as "beam." The verb buittiya-, "to pull, to haul,"44 accurately describes its transport up to the roof. Since the complete construction of a flat earthen roof requires at least three wooden architectural elements in addition to pillars, it remains to discover exactly which of them is indicated by GIS.inna.a-. The elements in question are: 
